RENEWAL REGISTRATIONS

A list of prints and labels for which renewal registrations were made during the period covered by this issue. Arrangement is alphabetical under the name of the claimant of renewal copyright. Information relating to both the original and the renewal registration is included in each entry.

AMERICAN SEED CORP.
Belle Isle Park. © 23Jul30; Label 30875. American Seed Corp. (P); 4Jun58; R215725.

BALDWIN PIANO CO.
Leaders of to-morrow are piano students to-day. © 5Jul30; Print 12715. Baldwin Piano Co. (P); 17Jan58; B206655.

CALIFORNIA FRUIT EXCHANGE.
Blue and green. © 1May30; Label 37700. California Fruit Exchange (P); 3Mar58; B207959.

CALO DOG FOOD CO.
His master’s choice. © 20May30; Label 37757. Calo Dog Food Co., Inc. (P); 10Mar58; R210253. Label 37758. Calo Dog Food Co., Inc. (P); 10Mar58; R210254. Print 12603. © 21Jul30; Label 35066. Calo Dog Food Co., Inc. (P); 17Feb58; R212858. Print 12604. © 22Jun30; Label 36027. Calo Dog Food Co., Inc. (P); 17Feb58; R212859.

CHAPTIFORM GROWERS ASSN.
Treasure Chest. © 2Apr31; Label 41389. Chaptiform Growers Assn. (P); 23Jun58; R216892.

DAVIS, CHARLES T.
Union remedy. © 23Feb31; Label 32149. Charles T. Davis (P); 23Jan58; R214420.

FIBREBOARD PAPER PRODUCTS CORP.
Pabco roofing. © 23Jun30; Label 39786. Fibreboard Paper Products Corp. (P); 17Jan58; R214722.

GALLI, MME. A.
Famous spaghetti sauce. © 1Jun30; Label 30180. Mme. A. Galli (P); 23May58; R219087.

GREEN GIANT CO.
Hiblets brand corn. © 15Aug30; Label 382.30. Green Giant Co. (P); 13May30; R210353.

INTERNATIONAL EXTERMINATOR CO., INC.
Red Seal. © 22Mar30; Label 37845. International Exterminator Co., Inc. (P); 22Mar30; R210359.

JEWEL TEA CO., INC.
Lemon dessert. © 15Mar30; Label 37855. Jewel Tea Co., Inc. (P); 30Dec57; R207564.

KALENBURG, HELEN M.
Variations of the Roman alphabet and Arabic numerals in which the letters and numerals are made by means of drawing only the cast shadows appear to stand in bas-relief. © 3Jul30; 39522. Helen M. Kallenberg (A); 10Mar58; R210307.

MARTIN, CHARLES D., EFFIE L. MARTIN.
John D. Martin, Jr., comprising the partnership Martin Ranch. SEE Martin Ranch.

MARTIN, EFFIE L., CHARLES D. MARTIN.
John D. Martin, Jr., comprising the partnership Martin Ranch. SEE Martin Ranch.

MARTIN, JOHN D., JR., EFFIE L. MARTIN, CHARLES D. MARTIN.
John D. Martin, Jr., comprising the partnership Martin Ranch. SEE Martin Ranch.

MARTIN RANCH.
Mayo. © 1Aug30; Label 38166. Martin Ranch, a partnership comprising EFFIE L. MARTIN, CHARLES D. MARTIN & JOHN D. MARTIN, JR. (P); 18Apr58; R213052. The blue and the gray. © 1May30; Label 37853. MIlne 0'BERRY PACKING CO., INC. (P); 16Apr58; R213053.

MILK, FERDINAND.
Rue de cologne bath salts. © 5Apr30; Label 36564. Ferdinand Milhens (P); 31Jan58; R207882. Extrait d'eau de cologne double. © 5Apr30; Label 36686. Ferdinand Milhens (P); 31Jan58; R207883.

MILNER, FERDINAND.
Vicki brand butter. © 15Jul30; Label 36238. North Side Packing Co., Inc. (P); 6May58; R214610.

NORTH SIDE PACKING CO., INC.
Floorfast floors. © 1Apr58; Print 13308. Joel Peckforn (P); 11Apr58; R212067.

PIGGO LABORATORIES, INC.
Grims, flavored salt. © 15Oct30; Label 36555. Pigo Laboratories, Inc. (P); 2Jan58; R205553.

POCAHONTAS OPERATORS ASSN.
How to fire Pocahontas coal the conical method. © 30Sep30; Print 12795. Pocahontas Operators Assn. (P); 16Jun58; R210422.

SAN JUAN FISHING & PACKING CO.
Oceakat brand. © 9Feb30; Label 36917. San Juan Fishing & Packing Co. (P); 5Feb58; R208590.

SOUTHWESTERN PORTLAND CEMENT CO.
Hydo-Plastic cement. © 5May30; Label 37777. Southwestern Portland Cement Co. (P); 17Mar58; R210058. Richmorarar masonry cement. © 12Apr30; Label 37799. Southwestern Portland Cement Co. (P); 17Mar58; R210053.

STANDARD BRANDS, INC.
Dr. Price’s. © 6Aug30; Label 36850. Standard Brands, Inc. (P); 13Jun58; R216068. Royal. © 29Sep30; Label 36387. Standard Brands, Inc. (P); 29Sep30; R214068.

TINT, HARRY A.
Castano. © 7Mar30; Label 37751. Harry A. Tint (P); 28Feb58; R209579.

UNITED STATES RUBBER CO.
The air-flight principle. © 1Jul30; Print 12564. United States Rubber Co. (P); 17Feb58; R206806.

WHEELING COPPER & SPICE CO.
Paramount coffee. © 17Mar31; Label 35284. Wheeling Coffee & Spice Co. (P); 23Apr58; R213166.

WOODVILLE LIME PRODUCTS CO.
Woodville flared lime plaster. © 8Sep30; Label 36580. Woodville Lime Products Co. (P); 13Jun58; R216201.